PROGRAM

Ablution Lennie Tristano
I'm Old Fashioned Kern/Mercer
Stella By Starlight Washington/Young
Felicidade Antonio Carlos Jobim
Cherokee Ray Noble
Mo' Better Blues Marsalis/Blanchard

INTERMISSION

Take The Coltrane Duke Ellington
Solar Miles Davis
Love Theme from Spartacus Alex North
Rhythm-A-Ning Thelonius Monk
Closing Theme Branford Marsalis & The X-Men from The Tonight Show

SENIOR RECITAL

PETER CURCIO, saxophone
assisted by

Todd DelGiudice, alto saxophone
Scott Odle, trumpet
Mike Pardew, guitar
Andrea Niemiec, bass
Dan Cavanagh, piano
Jordan Glenn, drums

This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Bachelor of Music in Jazz Studies

Peter Curcio is a student of Steve Owen
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